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system to identify and minimize losses is important since
it will allow electricity distribution companies detect
deviations and theft of energy.
The paper presents a prototype of single-phase
multifunction meter and register in order to collect data
relative to the main parameters of the electric network.
Based on the data recorded, a software platform executes
algorithms of detection losses. The instrument will also
give some critical parameters related to quality of energy.

Abstract.

This work focuses on the development of a
metering system that will be used to evaluate power distribution
losses. The data information used by the metering system is
recorded with digital metering devices, installed over the
electrical network. A metering device records some critical
information relative to the electrical network and sends it to a
workstation via remote wireless communication. The practical
issues over implementation are discussed and analyses of
precision over standard measurement equipment are presented.

Key words

The organization of the paper is as follows: section 1
presents a brief introduction over power distribution
losses; section 2 presents the losses detection systems in
which the metering devices will be used; section 3
presents a description of power loss meter; section 4
presents the calibration and results of measurement data.
Finally, the conclusions of the paper are presented in
section 5.
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1. Introduction
Losses in electric power systems are classified as technical
and non-technical, and are intrinsic in the electricity sector
[1]. The losses in electric power systems are the main
concern for electricity distribution companies. The
investments in developing systems and smart devices to
mitigate and identify these technical and non-technical
losses have increased recently. The major sources of
technical losses in power distribution systems are
transformers and power lines [3]. The non-technical losses
are mainly caused by theft, non-payment consumers, and
error in accounting and registering consumer energy [10].

2.

In order to detect the electrical losses, the implementation
of smart devices on a whole distribution system can
demand high investment. Instead, methods and
approaches to detection based on minimum use of
electronic devices and supported by management
software, turn the project less expensive and attractive for
companies.
The present work is part of a wide project in course
consisting in to develop a system for automatic detection
of losses in power distribution system. The project aims
to tackle the problem of minimization of power
distribution losses that will benefit electricity distribution
companies located in the south of Santa Catarina state,
Brazil. The main idea is to collect data through multiple
measurement devices installed over the grid and to feed
management software which determines local of
misbehaviour or irregular losses. The probabilistic

Nowadays, one of the main challenges for power
distribution companies is to establish mitigation
procedures to reduce these losses. According to the
Brazilian Electricity Regulatory Agency (ANEEL), more
than three billion US dollars are spent every year in Brazil
due to non-technical losses [2].
The mitigation of losses becomes the distribution system
more efficient and increase the capacity of the companies
in order to feed new consumer units. The development of a
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj13.363
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approaches will estimate and identify electrical network
misbehaviour, based on data information over typical
charge curves of consumers, typical values of technical
losses of transformers and power lines [10]. More details
of approaches that compute global losses can be found in
references [4], [7].

Data processing is treated using the popular Arduino
system on module. The microcontroller Atmega328
microcontroller is the core of the metering device which
communicates with the specific IC ADE7753 for setting
properly its parameters [6].

Fig. 1 presents a typical scenario, part of electrical grid,
where multiple metering devices are installed in order to
collect data. The grid is composed by single-phase
consumers and by three-phase consumers, 220 V and 380
V, respectively. The electric power distribution grid is feed
through a three phase transformer connected upstream to
medium tension voltage 15 kV. The single metering
devices (1MDs) are installed for single-phase consumers
and three metering devices (3MDs) are installed for threephase consumers.

Fig. 2. Block diagrams of the metering device.
Data record and transmission is carried out using a
security digital card (SD) memory and an Xbee-pro
module. After data processing, the microcontroller saves
the data on a SD card and also sends the information via
wireless Xbee-pro. The wireless module, Xbee-pro,
works at frequency of 2.4GHz, uses the open source
Zigbee protocol, is commonly used in control and
automation due mainly to its low cost, its low power, and
its support for mesh topology (IEEE 802.15.4). A mesh
topology has become a suitable characteristic of smart
devices because they cover large areas and can be easily
adapted over the topology of the power electrical grid [8].
Fig. 3 presents the schematic of the conditioning circuit
used to develop metering devices. All components are set
according to the specification of datasheets [5]. The J1
and J2 connectors correspond to the tension and current
sensing terminals. The current is sensing using a current
transformer.

Fig. 1. Allocations of metering devices over an electric power
network.

3. Power loss meter
The core of the detection system is the metering device
which records some critical variables of the grid that will
be processed by the system detection losses software. The
procedure for hardware development follows a block
diagram sequence presented in Figure 2.
The sensors collect the information of current and voltage
using a current transformer (CT) and a tension divider
technique. The CT has precision of 0.6%, has linearity
property of 0.5%, and works with a range of operation
between 0.1 to 100 Amperes. The tension divider has
precision of 1% and is unsusceptible to temperature
variations due to the inherent compensated circuit
embedded into the IC (Integrated Circuit).

Fig. 3. Conditioning circuit schematic of a metering
device.

In the signal processing stage, the current and tension
signals are conditioning, filtered, and processing by an
integrated circuit of specific application ADE7753 [5]. The
ADE7753, manufactured by Analog Devices, is an
integrated circuit for high precision smart meter, has two
analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with 16 bits of
resolution and with sigma-delta modulation. This IC limits
maximum input voltage up to ±1 V and has programmable
gain amplifiers. Using a standard serial peripheral interface
(SPI), the IC is flexible to reconfigure its critical
parameters commonly required in calibration procedures.
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj13.363

Fig. 4 presents the PC board in 3d view of the metering
device (a) and the physical picture of the first prototype
(b). The main components are indicated in the legend.
Fig. 5 presents the final result of the metering device with
terminals for current and tension sensing. The tension
connectors are also used as input voltage for the internal
DC source, designed to feed properly electronic circuits
of the metering device.
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(a)

Fig. 6. Meter test equipment AG [9].

Tab. I presents the tension calibration for a new metering
device where the maximum error is 0.01% relatives to
nominal 220 V. The maximum error is 0.40% relatives to
tension test of 240 V. Another different values of tension
are tested in order to obtain minimal error compararing
with the standard MTE equipment.
Tab. II presents the current calibration for a new metering
device where the maximum error is 0.40% relatives to
low current 0.50 A. Another different values of current
are tested in order to obtain values with minimal error
compararing with the standard MTE equipment.
Table I. – Tension calibration

(b)

Volts (V)

Fig. 4. Metering device: (a) 3D design of PC Board, (b) physical
electronic circuit board.

200
210
220
230
240

Minimum
0.22
0.12
0.00
0.17
0.39

Error (%)
Medium
0.25
0.13
0.00
0.18
0.40

Maximum
0.26
0.14
0.01
0.19
0.40

Table II. – Current calibration

Current (A)
0.50
5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00

Fig. 5. Photo of the metering device with alligator terminals for
tension measurement and with current transformer for current
measurement.

Error (%)
Medium
0.41
0.11
0.00
0.10
0.17
0.20

Maximum
0.41
0.11
0.00
0.10
0.18
0.20

The electronic measurement devices have carried out
measurements of typical consumers and then were
installed on the electric network for technicians of power
distribution companies.
According
to the losses
detection methodology, the sampling data are recorded in
a period time of 10 days and with 1 minute step time (see
Figure 7).

4. Calibration and results
The metering devices are calibrated using a certified
equipment by INMETRO (National Institute of Metrology,
Quality and Technology), model 400.3 of Meter Test
Equipment AG [9], presented in Figure 6. This equipment
is fully automatic, with precision of 0.02, has an integrated
power source.

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj13.363

Minimum
0.41
0.09
0.00
0.09
0.17
0.19

Fig. 7 presents the plot of active energy recorded in a
period of time of eight days for a typical consumer.
Figure 8 presents the plot of active energy recorded in
period time of two days for another typical consumer.
The post-processing data system of detection losses is
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flexible allowing select many different period times and
different consumers.
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The paper assessed the development of a metering device
as part of a system for evaluation of power distribution
losses. The goal of the project is to implement low cost
alternatives for power distribution companies located in
the south region of Santa Catarina state in Brazil. The
metering devices here developed were calibrated and have
been used in measurement process giving necessary
information for algorithms of detection losses. The
measurement devices are tested in low voltage distribution
systems and the data collected by consumers are quite
good for post-processing procedures. The hardware design
of the measurement systems is versatile and many similar
instruments can be replicated following the patent
guidelines [11].

[11] Patent number protocol BR1020140061126. Measurement
system of power distribution losses in two layers (in
Portuguese). Brazilian National Institute for Intellectual
Properties. 2014.
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